CORVAC.
CLEARLY
THE BEST.

Corning has brought the benefits of automation to serum separation. Speed, consistency, simplicity. The CORVAC tube provides a fully-closed and integrated system; the stopper remains on from the time you draw blood until you're ready to remove serum. That means faster results, because you need no additional devices: no skimmers, no filters, no beads, no pipettes. And aerosols are minimized by using the CORVAC tube, a closed system. The patient sample remains intact in the same tube, thus reducing identification problems.

The silicone-coated butyl stopper and silicone coating of the CORVAC tube minimize red-cell hang up and eliminate the need for rimming. Corning's exclusive use of microscopic glass beads in the CORVAC tube promotes rapid coagulation and helps prevent latent fibrin formation in the serum. The unique energizer controls gel flow to insure formation of a physically strong gel barrier. This allows transportation and storage of the separated serum right in the CORVAC tube. You get consistent quality and more usable serum per volume of draw, in less time than traditional methods.

These are just some of the things that make the CORVAC tube your best choice for serum separation.

For more detailed product and performance data, contact:
Corning Medical
CORVAC® Products
Corning Glass Works
Corning, N.Y. 14830
607-974-9000
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Separate most samples in less than a minute with an Eppendorf® Micro Centrifuge.

Just as Eppendorf Micropipettes greatly simplify sample pick-up, Eppendorf Micro Centrifuges greatly simplify sample separation.

Compact and quiet-running, Eppendorf Micro Centrifuges are precision instruments that maintain constant high speed regardless of load. Because of their very high speed, these centrifuges are ideally suited for a wide variety of clinical and research applications, particularly those involving separation of heat-sensitive materials.

For maximum speed, choose Model 5412. It accepts twelve disposable Eppendorf 1.5ml test tubes in an angled rotor, or twelve 500μl, 400μl or 250μl tubes using adapters. It reaches 15,000 rpm (RCF 12,800xG) in just ten seconds, and stops in fifteen seconds.

For maximum capacity, choose Model 5413. It accepts forty 1.5ml, 400μl or 250μl tubes in four vertical carriers that each hold ten tubes horizontally. Model 5413 attains a maximum speed of 11,500 rpm (RCF 6,500xG).

Both models are equipped with automatic 15-minute timer, safety switch (prevents operation with top open) and safety lid lock (prevents opening lid while centrifuge is spinning).

For literature describing Eppendorf Micro Centrifuges, test tubes, adapters and accessories, write: Eppendorf Division, Brinkmann Instruments, Inc., Cantiague Road, Westbury, N.Y. 11590. In Canada: Brinkmann Instruments (Canada), Ltd.

Circle No. 119 on Reader's Service Card
Something this simple deserves a fanfare

GammaCoat
Hepatitis B
Surface
Antigen
RIA kit

Now Clinical Assays offers you a convenient, fast, economical and sensitive third generation radioimmunoassay for HBsAg . . . with "no need for a bead." Years of applied research in antibody coated tube technology bring you this system that eliminates the bead-in-tube approach, for reliable and efficient results. The seamless tubes are uniquely coated with guinea pig anti-HBs and each kit includes [125I] chimpanzee anti-HBs and negative and positive controls.

Send for brochure and data sheet today.

CLINICAL ASSAYS
DIVISION OF TRAENOL LABORATORIES, INC.
620 Memorial Drive • Cambridge, Mass. 02139
(617) 492-2526 • TWX: (710) 320-6460
Toll free: (800) 225-1241 • In MA: (617) 492-2526

CANADA: Clinical Assays • 6405 Northam Drive • Malton, Ontario L4V 1J3 • (416) 677-6730 • Telex: 06968720
EUROPE: Clinical Assays • Parc Industriel, Rue Du Progres No. 12, Nivelles 1400, Belgium • (067) 228911 • Telex: 57344

Complete directions for use are provided with each product. These directions should be read and understood before use. Particular attention should be paid to all warnings and precautions. Additional performance data are available. Should you have any questions, contact your Clinical Assays representative.
In by nine, out before noon. That’s a big bite out of the total incubation time. But not at the expense of sensitivity.

Our TSH is still super-sensitive and super-linear over a range of 2 to 100 μIU/ml. As convenient as ever—lyophilized for longer shelf-life and easy shipping. Just as precise—a within run precision of 2-5%, a run-to-run precision of 5-7%. It’s color coded and calibrated to W.H.O. reference material. And it still has the lowest cross-reactivity with HCG, LH, and FSH.

We’ve just made the better TSH even better. And that shouldn’t be too hard to swallow.

The 2¼ hour TSH from DPC. It’s about time somebody was sensitive to your needs.
Integrated Radioassay Systems

- The PRIAS Sample Preparation-Unit — automatically samples, dilutes, adds up to four cooled reagents and aspirates reaction tubes for counting of bound or free fractions, or both.

- The PRIAS Gamma Counting System — is multi-programmed to change counting and data reduction conditions for up to seven different assays. The system provides cpm, screening functions and answers in corrected dose units.

- The PRIAS Liquid Scintillation Counting System — stores up to 15 different programs. Optional dpm output is available.

- Unique Cassette Sample Changers — up to 20 cassettes carrying 12 vials each can be placed in a removable tray. The trays fit into most commercial refrigerators, permitting convenient incubation and complete interchange between the PRIAS instruments. Cassettes can be centrifuged in specially designed adapters.

- Positive Sample I.D. — built-in printers for the PRIAS Gamma and Liquid Scintillation Counters provide results printed on Pos-IDent™ cards, attached to the cassettes. Cards remain with cassettes throughout each assay step. Additional read-out devices are available.

For further information, request Bulletin 1226
Four immuno techniques with one LKB Multiphor

Human serum analysed with LKB Multiphor and Multiphor Electrophoresis and Immuno-electrophoresis Kits.

Crossed immunoelectrophoresis  Immuno-electrophoresis according to Grabar & Williams  “Laurell” rockets  Fused rocket immunoelectrophoresis with intermediate gel.

And that’s not all!
The LKB Multiphor Immuno-electrophoresis Kit contains gel punchers and templates for all the up-to-date techniques: single and double diffusion; immunoelectrophoresis according to Grabar & Williams; crossed and tandem crossed immunoelectrophoresis; “Laurell” and fused rockets; and intermediate gel techniques.

With LKB Multiphor it is also possible to combine immuno techniques with electrofocusing and electrophoresis (see LKB Application Note 269).

For both research and clinical use
The researcher will find immuno-electrophoresis useful in protein purification; e.g. the fused rocket technique for determining the number of components in a column chromatography peak. The clinician is able to perform both qualitative and quantitative assays of protein samples.

A new LKB Application Note (No. 249) gives full details of principles, procedures and applications of all these immuno techniques.

LKB 2121 Power Supply
Specially designed for immunoelectrophoresis: two independent outputs, constant voltage from 10 to 300 V, stable to ± 0.2%, voltage probe connection for determination of V/cm, and safety interlock switches.

LKB 2117 Multiphor
1-litre buffer tanks, plug-in electrodes, anticondensation lid, high-efficiency glass cooling plate, and a safety lid to protect the user from high voltage.

Please contact us for more information about LKB equipment for immunoelectrophoresis:
LKB 2117-301 Multiphor, 2117-201 Multiphor Electrophoresis Kit, 2117-401 Multiphor Immuno-electrophoresis Kit, and 2121 Power Supply.
New CPK-CS (Roche™) A Rapid, Quantitative Assay for the Cardiac Specific MB Isoenzyme

CPK-CS (Roche™)—The optimal total system offering superior resolution with rapid turnaround time

The "Roche Solution" to accurate and rapid MB quantitation consists of a total system of geometrically optimal chromatography columns and specifically formulated buffers and UV reagents. The result is a system which provides accurate isoenzyme resolution (minimum carry-over) along with high detection sensitivity. CPK-CS (Roche™) is up to 6 times more sensitive than typical electrophoresis. All this, with a minimum of complexity for the user. Rapid and reproducible MB quantitation is now possible for any lab which requires it! That's why it's called CPK-CS (Roche™) for cardiac specific CPK determination.

Use CPK-CS (Roche™) serially for the diagnosis and management of the acute myocardial infarction patient

Clinical data strongly suggest that the determination of an MB peaking pattern may be diagnostic for acute myocardial infarction. In order to establish this peaking pattern, MB determinations should be performed serially during the acute phase of the illness. CPK-CS (Roche™) can thus serve as the cardiac enzyme assay of choice which offers distinct advantages over the usual multi-enzyme cardiac profiles.

Fig. 1. Typical elution pattern obtained with the CPK-CS (Roche™) system. Note the definitive separation between MM and MB isoenzymes.

Fig. 2. Typical course of change in total CPK and MB isoenzyme after myocardial infarction.

Fig. 3. Second clear peaking of MB isoenzyme diagnostic of reinfarction.

References:
1. Data on file, Division of Diagnostic Research, Hoffmann-La Roche Inc., Nutley, Nj.

ROCHE DIAGNOSTICS
Division of Hoffmann-La Roche Inc.
Nutley, New Jersey 07110
Attn: L. Gaburo

Gentlemen:
Please have a Roche Diagnostics Representative call to make an appointment for a demonstration of new CPK-CS (Roche™) in my lab. I am presently using __________________________ (instrument) to perform kinetic UV enzyme analysis.

Name _____________________________________________________________
Dept. ______________________________________________________________
Institution __________________________________________________________
Street ______________________________________________________________
City __________________ State ______ Zip ______________
Phone ( ) ___________________________ _____________________________

I am also interested in:
[ ] More details on the CPK-CS (Roche™) test methodology
[ ] A comprehensive monograph detailing the clinical data for CPK-CS (Roche™)
[ ] Seminar/Workshop Programs

Distributor
[ ] Scientific Products
[ ] VWR Scientific
[ ] Standard Scientific
[ ] Fisher Scientific

H-2 CPK-1M (R1)
In large labs

Increasing workloads make rapid, accurate results a necessity for every large laboratory. That's why so many have put The Workhorse to work. The Technicon SMAC system performs up to 20 tests (and four ratios or computations) at the rate of 150 samples/hour. This speed, combined with proven continuous-flow system reliability and the finest methods, is why many clinicians want their samples run on Technicon SMAC.

In medium-sized labs

More medium-sized labs realize how cost-effective and flexible The Workhorse can be. The Technicon SMAC system performs single tests, organ profiles, and full 20-test profiles while reducing costs and eliminating time-consuming, error-prone procedures such as sample splitting and data collation.

In all labs

The need to handle varying workloads...with reliability, accuracy, and precision...in a cost-effective manner...confronts all laboratories. That's why so many utilize the Technicon SMAC system: its unique Workhorse capabilities make it a laboratory in itself.

If you require flexibility, reliability, accuracy, and economy, don't you also require Technicon SMAC?...another cost-effective solution for today and tomorrow.

To have a representative call for an appointment circle #124. For literature circle #125.
Don't let a heavy STAT load keep a routine patient in bed for an extra day.

The Du Pont aca runs emergency and routine tests in any order you select.
Because the Du Pont aca automatic clinical analyzer runs samples discretely, in any order selected, you never have to worry about a STAT causing a long delay in the results of your panels, small batches and other special tests.

Just place the STAT sample and test pack in the aca ahead of the other samples. You'll have the STAT results within 7 1/2 minutes. And you'll delay the results of your routine tests by only 37 seconds.

With the aca, you can handle both inpatient and outpatient workloads quickly and efficiently without overtime or extra personnel. For example, you can run a four-enzyme cardiac panel (GOT, LDH, CPK and HBDH) in just nine minutes. Since the instrument is always on standby, you don't have to wait for startup or shutdown. And you get the results with positive patient identification.

Your Du Pont representative can explain in detail how the aca can increase your laboratory's capabilities and reduce its operating costs. Just write to DuPont Instruments, Room 25430C, Wilmington, DE 19898.
Bring Your "Views" to San Francisco in July

The Thirtieth National Meeting of the American Association for Clinical Chemistry has something for everyone.

Sympoisa: Topics include genetic screening and prenatal diagnosis, cancer biochemistry and the biochemistry of mental illness. Two sessions of four lectures each are entitled "New Horizons in Laboratory Medicine."

Breakfast Roundtable Discussions: A unique forum for clinical scientists to exchange ideas. Registrants are afforded close contact with outstanding discussion leaders.

Papers and Posters: Scientific presentation covering wide variety of clinically important topics. Popular poster sessions provide further opportunities to exchange information.

Workshops and Continuing Education Programs: Hands-on workshops and opportunities to gain continuing education credits in several areas.

Special Events: President's Buffet and Mixer; Award Banquet; Fashion Show; Bay Cruise; Winery Tours; Trips to Marriott's Great America and Marine World-Africa U.S.A.; Visit to Art Museums; Pro Baseball and Tennis.

See you there!

American Association for Clinical Chemistry
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Exclusively from Ramco Laboratories . . .

SERUM FERRITIN BY R.I.A.

FER-IRON®, the first commercially available test kit for determination of serum ferritin, can provide more quantitative information about iron stores than a bone marrow. The FER-IRON test is particularly suitable for pediatric patients as it uses only 50 microliters of serum. Requiring a little more than four hours to perform, FER-IRON's procedure can effectively circumvent a bone marrow when differentiating between iron deficiency and other forms of anemia.

For more information, write or call:
Chang Y. Kim
Marketing Manager
Ramco Laboratories, Inc.
3701 Kirby Drive #490
Houston, Texas 77098
713/526-9677

Distributed by:
Kallestad Labs., Inc.
In clinical chemistry
When wishing won’t do it.
As a clinical chemist, you can’t rely on wishing to get you the products or services you need for your laboratory. You need a resource you can depend on.

At Ortho Diagnostics, we’ve made an effort to anticipate your needs in products and services and to make them available for the asking.

In addition to the full line of quality ORTHO* Clinical Chemistry Control products, we offer service and support systems you can depend on: knowledgeable sales representation; on-time deliveries; technical consultation; our quality control program, OQC; educational programs and seminars; and more...

This lamp represents the Ortho Diagnostics commitment to clinical chemistry. It symbolizes our attitude of responsiveness and concern for all your professional needs.

When wishing won’t do it... Ortho Diagnostics will.
The SCOPE of a full-service reference laboratory . . .
the DEPTH of a specialty laboratory . . .

SMITH KLINE CLINICAL LABORATORIES
featuring uncommon analyses in

- endocrinology
- vitamins and trace metals
- immunochemistry
- microbiology
- clinical toxicology

Request the comprehensive Schedule of Services and Fees.

Southwest
2800 Winona Avenue
Burbank, California 91504
(213) 841-2800

Northeast
(Leary Laboratory)
343 Winter Street
Waltham, Massachusetts 02154
(617) 890-6161

Central
11636 Administration Drive
Creve Coeur, Missouri 63141
(314) 567-3905

Southeast
(Patterson Coleman Laboratories)
4807 North Armenia Avenue
Tampa, Florida 33603
(813) 872-5686

Northwest
45 Adrian Court
Burlingame, California 94041
(415) 692-5050

For more information, contact the laboratory in your region or:
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EIQ — a fast, accurate, versatile system for profiling serum protein concentrations — can save you both time and money.

It’s time for EIQ.

EIQ, Electro-Immuno-Quantitation, as simple to perform as R.I.D., ends the 18-72 hour R.I.D. wait. End-point quantitations for IgG, IgA, IgM, C-3, haptoglobin, albumin, alpha-1-antitrypsin and transferrin are now available in 3 hours by electrophoresis.

EIQ’s specially prepared, highly sensitive 8-well plates form accurate, easily measured “rockets” require only 3 reference points, need not be stained, and can be photographed for permanent patient record. Proteins may be run simultaneously in any combination without blanking, filtering or interference from lipemic or turbid serums. Clinical data correlating EIQ with nephelometry and R.I.D. shows a correlation coefficient of .95.

EIQ is available now, from stock, from your local Fisher, S/P, or Rupp and Bowman distributor. It puts space-age technology to work in the lab without capital investment.

Call ICL Scientific Services collect for more information on EIQ and scheduled EIQ workshops. ICL Scientific, 18249 Euclid St., Fountain Valley, Ca. 92708 (714) 546-9581.

EIQ is a trademark of ICL Scientific.
HAWAII IS FOR EVERYBODY

and so easy to get to
Fly to San Francisco in conjunction with the 1978 National Meeting of the AACC, July 23–28, 1978 on your way to HAWAII July 28–August 4, 1978

INCLUDES:
- United Airlines Flight to San Francisco for the National Meeting from point of origin served by United Airlines
- United Airlines 747 or DC-10, San Francisco–Honolulu Roundtrip
- Flower-Lei greeting on arrival at Honolulu International Airport
- Roundtrip transfers, Airport to Hotel in Honolulu
- Roundtrip baggage transfers, Airport to Hotel in Honolulu
- Porterage of two pieces of luggage per person, check-in and check-out of hotel
- Seven nights at the SHERATON PRINCESS KAIULANI HOTEL TOWER ROOMS, based on double occupancy, located near Waikiki Beach
- Your hotel room key gives you charge privileges at all five Sheraton Hotels on Waikiki
- One-half day sightseeing tour of Honolulu, including the Honolulu Punch Bowl Cemetery
- Optional Island sightseeing tours available.
- Optional rental cars available
- Services of hospitality desk daily in hotel
- Agricultural inspection at the hotel on departure to Mainland.
- Free stopover privileges in Los Angeles, Las Vegas, or San Diego on your return trip to point of origin
- Your ticket is good for up to 30 days from date you left point of origin

SAMPLE FARES
- Birmingham $659
- Chicago $609
- New York City $727
- Washington DC $708

Single supplement, please add $135 to fare from point of origin. All fares subject to increase without notice, subject to CAB rulings.

Please print

RESERVATION FORM

$100 deposit required per person to be sent with reservation form. Full payment due 45 days prior to departure.

NAME(s)__________________________________________________________

Number of persons requiring reservations______________________________

ADDRESS________________________________________________________

CITY________________________STATE___________ZIP____________________

Business Phone (________) Home Phone (________)

Point of Origin____________________________________________________

Participating Carrier is United Airlines

SPACE LIMITED.

RESERVATIONS HANDLED ON IT COME, FIRST SERVED BASIS ONLY

Make checks payable to and send reservation form to:

ELLIOTT TRAVEL SERVICE
30000 Orchard Lake Road
Farmington Hills, MI 48018

To find out the nearest participating city and other information

PLEASE DIAL TOLL FREE

In Michigan 800-482-1326
Outside Michigan 800-521-0506

IT6PA1BSEK
AACC SF-HON 7/23–8/4/78
T4 CLASP™ RIA Kit
Saves time and increases sensitivity

100-test kit contains:
- 1 bottle [125I] T4 Reagent
- 5 bottles T4 RIA Standards
- 1 bottle T4 RIA Control
- 100 T4 Antibody Coated Tubes
Bench timed at 83 minutes

Simple procedure | Time (1 serum sample)
--- | ---
1 | Add standard or control or patient serum | 3 min.
2 | Add $^{125}$I T4 reagent | 2 min.
3 | Shake gently and incubate 1 hour at 37°C (or 90 min. at room temp.) | 60 min.
4 | Decant supernatant and count antibody-bound fraction remaining on tube | 18 min.

See package insert for detailed description.

Total: 83 min.

- No preparation of reagents necessary
- Only 2 pipetting steps
- No centrifugation
- All standard additions of equal volume
- Count only bound fraction
- Control serum provided

T4 CLASP™ RIA Kit
a significant advance in solid phase RIA technology

E. R. Squibb & Sons, Inc.
Princeton. N.J. 08540

© 1978 E. R. Squibb & Sons, Inc. H608 5/71
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Introducing three innovations to increase your productivity.

A new 36-cuvette rotor, patient data cards, and real time Q.C. program will conserve man-hours and streamline your lab's performance.

Starting each day, data cards feed patient information into a card reader at a rapid rate of 40 per minute. Use of these cards eliminates computer keyboard tie-up of valuable instrument time. The system is now available to run the optimal number of blood chemistry analyses.

The 36-cuvette rotor dramatically increases the number of patient samples that can be run at any one time. Plus, control sera positions on the rotor are up to your discretion.

Productivity is important, but accuracy gives meaning to your results. Rotochem IIa Analyzer's innovative quality control program provides real time reliability. Out-of-range controls are flagged at once, assuring that all reported results are within control limits.

At day's end... the minicomputer gives you a complete Q.C. rundown on the day's activities including a daily comparison against a 60-day data bank for full statistical analysis. No time is wasted in laborious mathematical manipulations!

See Us at the Pittsburgh Conference of Applied Spectroscopy and Analytical Chemistry, AMINCO booth 902.

At day's end, it's the results that count!
GammaDab™
8 major advances in one new
Serum Ferritin RIA kit

1. Direct RIA methodology — not IRMA
2. No high dose hook effect
3. Sensitivity in the important subclinical range
4. Speed — results in less than 5 hours
5. Pre-precipitated double antibody separation
6. Standardized crystalline human liver ferritin reagents
7. Controls supplied at 2 levels
8. Convenience — minimal manipulations

CLINICAL ASSAYS
DIVISION OF TRAVENTOL LABORATORIES, INC.
620 Memorial Drive • Cambridge, Mass. 02139
(617) 492-2526 • TWX: (710) 320-6460
Toll free: (800) 225-1241 • In Mass: (617) 492-2526
CANADA: Clinical Assays • 6405 Northam Drive • Malton, Ontario L4V 1J3 • (416) 677-6730 • Telex: 05968720
EUROPE: Clinical Assays • Parc Industriel, Rue Du Progres No.12, Nivelles 1400, Belgium • (067) 228911 • Telex: 57344

Complete directions for use are provided with each product. These directions should be read and understood before use. Particular attention should be paid to all warnings and precautions. Additional performance data are available. Should you have any questions, contact your Clinical Assays representative.
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Phadebas® Digoxin RIA
TECHNICALLY YOU’LL LOVE IT

LET US TELL YOU MORE

Pharmacia Diagnostics AB
Uppsala, Sweden

Pharmacia Diagnostics

In the US, phone 201-469-1222
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Beckman announces the new *enzymatic Amylase-DS™* reagent* with: Defined Substrate (maltotetraose) Increased Sensitivity Increased Precision Increased Dynamic Range Increased Lot-to-Lot Dependability Convenient 15.5-ml, 6.5-ml and 3.5-ml packages.

In addition, the new Amylase-DS reagent continues to provide all the wanted features of the already well-known and respected Beckman enzymatic amylase test: fast and easy to run, fully enzymatic, single-vial methodology, wide dynamic range, readily soluble substrate.

If you want the ultimate in precision and sensitivity for your amylase testing, now you know who to ask—Beckman. And what to ask for—the complete data packet on enzymatic Amylase-DS.

Today, contact your nearest Beckman office or call (714) 438-9151, Ext. 100. Microbics Operations, Beckman Instruments, Inc., 6200 El Camino Real, Carlsbad, CA 92008.

At last, the PERFECT Amylase Test.

NO glucose interference
NO preincubation
NO artificial calibration
NO centrifugation
NO filtration
NO sample preparation
NO disagreeable chemicals
NO standard curves

BECKMAN
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International Exhibition of Biochemical and Instrumental Analysis with European Conference „Biochemische Analytik“

Munich
18 - 22 April 1978

Coupon - Analytica 78

Please, submit further information

Name

Address

Gerald G. Kallman Associates, 30 Journal Square, Jersey City, N.J. 07306, Tel.: (201) 653 3304
An idea whose time has come...

ARIA II™
System for automated radioimmunoassay
Introducing...
The first totally automated RIA system from sample aspiration to result in less than 3 minutes

ARIA II™
system for automated radioimmunoassay
The idea
Up to 3000 consecutive RIA assays with this single, reusable antibody chamber.

Shown in actual size, this tiny chamber contains glass microbeads to which antibody is covalently bound.

- **Reusable Antibody** makes possible:
  - Reproducible results, test after test
  - Replacement of hundreds of test tubes with a single chamber
  - Cost savings

- **The Chamber Design** makes possible:
  - Virtually instantaneous binding of antigen to antibody
  - Test results in less than 3 minutes

**ARL II**

system for automated radioimmunoassay
What does Aria II automation mean to you?

- **Simplicity**
  - Start the operation; come back when up to 120 assays are finished

- **Time Savings**
  - Free your technologist to do other things-
    Aria II operation is “hands off”
  - Simple 5 minute changeover between tests

- **Versatility**
  - Both beta and gamma counting capability
    - Single or duplicate determinations
    - A variety of RIA tests available-
    routine or esoteric, batches or stat

- **Economy**
  - *Increase* your capability while *reducing* labor hours
    and cost of operation
  - Reuse of valuable antibody and low reagent consumption
    means lower reagent cost per test

Let our representative analyze your workload, and demonstrate how the Aria II system can save you money
What should you look for when you automate RIA?

- Improved accuracy and precision due to uniformly controlled procedures
- Self-calibration and alert capability
- Automated computation and control of clinical results
- Reduction of technologist time
- Permanent hard copy patient records
- Economy in operation

The Aria II system provides all of these benefits and more

ARIA II™ system for automated radioimmunoassay
The first totally automated RIA system from sample aspiration to result in less than 3 minutes

One reusable antibody chamber provides up to 3000 consecutive RIA assays
**Ferritin Kit**

**RIA**<sup>125I</sup> *IN SERUM*
- Direct determination
- Titer: 1:600,000
- Sensitivity: 0.25 nanogram
- Incubation time: overnight
- Format: 100 and 300 assay tubes

**Progesterone Kit**

**RIA**<sup>125I</sup> *IN SERUM*
- No chromatography
- Petroleum ether extraction
- Incubation time: 40 min.
- No cross-reaction
- Format: 100 and 300 assay tubes

**Testosterone Kit**

**RIA**<sup>125I</sup> *IN SERUM*
- No chromatography
- Ether extractions
- Incubation time: 30 min.
- Cross-react with DHT
- Format: 150, 300 and 500 assay tubes

Call collect (519) 681-8731
or write:

**DIAGNOSTICS BIOCHEM CANADA Inc.**

493 Wellington Road, South London, Ontario, Canada
N6C 4R3

Inquire about our 17β ESTRADIOL Kit **RIA**<sup>125I</sup> *IN SERUM*
things do change

can you afford NOT to subscribe?

clinical chemistry

$35/year in U.S.

See what's new with our BUN 2.

The Beckman BUN 2—like its bench-mate Beckman Glucose 2—brings a new efficiency in both operation and service.

You just pipette in a 10 μl sample and everything else is automatic. You'll have a reliable digital answer in less than a minute. The methodology is our well-proven conductivity rate method.

Then, our optional RAPid-Kit gives you a new service capability. The Kit contains the only components that might need replacement. You can do-it-yourself in minutes, without downtime or halted work flow.
Glucose.
Uric acid.
Cholesterol.
One new instrument does them all.

Introducing the Beckman Glucose 2, a triple-benefit superstar that will make life in any lab easier.

Using the field-proven oxygen rate methodology, this single instrument quickly and accurately does glucose, uric acid, or non-caustic cholesterols (no more messy acid handling).

STAT, routine, or backup, you simply pipette in a sample. In less than a minute, this instrument gives you a reliable digital answer. Operation is close to fully automated — no buttons to push, because the drain, fill, and ready cycles are automatic.

A Big Step Forward: Our optional RAPid-Kit. Your Glucose 2 is immediately serviceable because of this concept. Each RAPid-Kit contains the only components likely to need replacement, and these can be removed and replaced in minutes. No downtime. no halting of the work schedule.

Then, at your convenience, removed parts can be returned to Beckman for repair.

Because of small sample size — a mere 10 µl, the Glucose 2 is excellent for pediatric, geriatric and STAT use. And we've compacted the size of the analyzer itself, so that it takes up little of your valuable bench space.

Glucose 2 — Beckman quality with Beckman backup — hits a new level of welcome simplicity.

Ask your local Beckman representative for complete data or contact Clinical Instruments Division, Beckman Instruments, Inc., 2500 Harbor Blvd., Fullerton, CA 92634.
Twenty-four hours a day...

Greiner electronics
Selective Analyzer GSA II
..seven days a week
PROFILE AND BATCH.
IF YOU CAN HAVE JUST SYSTEM, IT SHOULD BE

The third-generation CENTRIFIChem System has more advantages for any size laboratory, with any workload, than any other automated chemistry analyzer.

Whether profiles or batch chemistries constitute the bulk of your workload, the CENTRIFIChem System can handle them effectively and economically. Throughput: 50 profiles a day with ease (one user actually runs 24 profiles an hour); up to 100 organ-specific panels a day. You get total automation; quick method changeover; micro sample and reagent volumes; fast hard copy printout; and low cost per test.

You get convenient, reliable accuracy with one-button operation and microprocessor control; one-day service response; training; and adaptability that keeps up with your needs, whether for throughput or for the latest methodologies.

As a primary system or backup, the versatility of CENTRIFIChem has made it the system of choice in more than 1500 clinical laboratories worldwide. Get the whole story. We have a film to show you. We'll arrange a demo. We'll compute an economic analysis to show you how CENTRIFIChem can improve your lab's cost efficiency. Any or all without cost or obligation.
OR STAT.
ONE AUTOMATED CENTRIFICHEM.

When you come right down to it, you need a system that doesn’t lock you in to its own parameters. You need one that adapts to your requirements.
You need CENTRIFICHEM.
IRON and TOTAL IRON - BINDING CAPACITY

IRON AND TOTAL IRON-BINDING CAPACITY METHODS ARE SCIENTIFICALLY SOUND. . . Procedure is based on ferrozine color reaction that is sensitive and highly reproducible.

SERUM REQUIRED IS LESS THAN THAT NEEDED FOR OTHER METHODS. . . Unlike the Sigma procedure, some other commonly used techniques necessitate separate tubes to serve as blanks and tests thereby raising serum requirements.

OCCULT HEMOGLOBIN DOES NOT INTERFERE WITH THE TEST . . . The use of hydroxylamine minimizes the breakdown of any hemoglobin in serum and the consequent release of iron.

DOES NOT REQUIRE ACID WASHED GLASSWARE. . . . Use of a single reagent blank compensates for any extraneous iron, a source of error in other procedures.

TEST REAGENTS ARE STABLE. . . . Reactants resist deterioration and can be stored either at room or refrigerator temperatures.

MORE ECONOMICAL. . . . Cost per test and actual test time is less than many methods now available.

Kit No. Maximum Assays Price Kit No. Maximum Assays Price
565-A 20 $24.00 565-B 100 $90.00

All prices include postage via air anywhere in the world.

Satisfaction is always guaranteed when you use SIGMA Reagents.

12-77

ORDER DIRECT

TELEPHONE COLLECT

from ANYWHERE in the WORLD

For Orders: Station to Station, 314-771-5730 (Including Saturday and Sunday until 1 P.M.)

For any other reason: 314-771-5765

If you do not get satisfaction, call

Dan Broida, 314-993-6418

Person to Person Day or Night.

Most orders will be shipped within hours

TWX (Teletype) Day or Night: COLLECT 910.761-0593

TELEGRAM: SIGMACHEM, Saint Louis, Missouri

It's a pleasure doing business with Sigma! The Research Laboratories of

SIGMA CHEMICAL COMPANY

P.O. BOX 14508 • SAINT LOUIS, MISSOURI 63178 U.S.A.

Distributed through:

SIGMA LONDON Chem. Co. Ltd. • Horsham Station Yard, Kingston-upon-Thames, Surrey, KT2 78H, England

Telephone: 01-549-3171 (Reverse Charges)

SIGMA Chemie GmbH MÜNCHEN • D-8004 Neubiberg, Isarstrasse 14, W. Germany

Telephone: 089/60 70 03 (Reverse Charges)
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Serum by SST. Our tests deserve it.

“It’s as simple as this. If you don’t have good serum to start with, you don’t get good results. It seems elementary. But I demand the best serum I can get. And I get it from the SST Serum Separation Tube with Clot Activator.

“Of course, there are other reasons I use the SST. I used to think serum separation took a lot of work and time — waiting for the blood to clot, spinning, pipetting, respinning, filtering. I don’t do all that with the SST. I just draw blood, allow it to clot, spin and that’s it.

“This new SST has a clot activator. Silica particles that speed up coagulation and reduce latent fibrin formation. And a new stopper that keeps cells from collecting at the rim of the tube. I’m impressed with the high quality serum I get.

“Oh yes, when you try it, leave the stopper on. The new SST is designed for a closed system so you’re not faced with the problem of contaminating aerosols.

“And I find it costs less too. In my opinion any blood collection tube that has the VACUTAINER Brand name and gives me this kind of serum is right for our tests. Don’t your tests deserve it, too?”

The new VACUTAINER® Brand Serum Separation Tube with Clot Activator

BECTON-DICKINSON
Rutherford, New Jersey 07070
Division of Becton, Dickinson and Company
©1977 Becton, Dickinson and Company  AD 054
We're spoiling lab technologists

The KDA® is taking the workload off the bench.

The Monitor KDA® analyzer is spoiling lab technologists with automated chemistry versatility. Previously as much as one half of the laboratory’s testing was performed on the bench. A great deal of this time was spent on routine testing. The Monitor KDA® has changed all of that: we’ve taken as much as 98% of the laboratory’s normal testing off the bench and automated it.

Multi-test profiles, organ panels, high speed batch chemistries, and emergency STATS are all performed on one laboratory instrument. Even patient data storage and retrieval is automated by the KDA®, virtually eliminating the time a technologist spends doing paperwork. Now the laboratory technologist can utilize both time and talent on special chemistry testing or other laboratory investigation.

For additional information, call us toll free @ 800-428-3842.

American Monitor Corporation
P.O. Box 66505, Indianapolis, Indiana 46268
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CPK MB
LDH$_{1,2}$
LDH$_5$

In Less Than a Half-hour
With E-C’s New
Isoenzyme Chemocolumn

Hospital and clinical laboratories can now separate quickly the isoenzymes of CPK and LDH for fast, accurate diagnosis of myocardial infarction or liver pathologies.

- Pour 1 ml of serum sample into the E-C Chemocolumn.
- Three reagents are used in succession to split the sample. The first provides the hepatic LDH fraction (LDH$_5$). The third provides myocardial CPK (MB) and myocardial LDH (LDH$_{1,2}$) — in less than 20 minutes.
- Then, assay the separated isoenzymes by the usual UV kinetic spectrophotometric technique.

The procedure and equipment are supplied by E-C in convenient, easy-to-use kits. Cost is low. No special training is needed. Optional ECtrol™ Control Sample facilitates quality control.

For full information, call E-C Technical Service collect at 813-344-1644. Immediate shipment possible from stock.

E-C Apparatus Corporation
3831 Tyrone Blvd. N.
St. Petersburg, Florida 33709

See CLR 1978

DISTRIBUTED BY
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When you compare our reagents with those of another company what do you see? The vials are about the same. The dried powder inside looks the same. How different could the reagents be? Plenty!

How do we differ?

We assay, re assay and reassay our human serum sample, increasing the pH in increments until we establish the maximum catalytic activity. We determine the optimal pH in this manner. Then, taking CPK as an example, we again repeatedly assay the sample, increasing the millimolar concentration of the activator—in this case, dithiothreitol (DTT). The result is an exact activator concentration which will give the maximum I.U. activity.

The curves look like this:

The same process is followed for the creatine phosphate and adenosine-5'-monophosphate and every component of every test until all components are balanced to give the maximum recovery for a given sample. Throughout the process the sample remains the same. Only the reagents change to the point where there is no rate limitation on one hand and no substrate inhibition on the other. Now, with optimization of each constituent, only the serum sample can vary the reaction.

So you don't have to think about these things

We evaluate the pH, we evaluate the activator, we evaluate the AMP. We compare alternate constituents and even alternate lots of the same constituent to provide you with test kits which are more accurate because every component is optimized. When you specify Calbiochem you don't have to think about these things. We think about them for you.

Other manufacturers may do this for some components, but not all their products. For instance, a competitive product that measures creatine kinase is activated with only N-acetyl-L-cysteine. Calbiochem has found that the combination of dithiothreitol and N-acetyl-L-cysteine gives higher recovery. So in our test we use both. For another example, costs more, but it eliminates the interfering substances that distort values, so that is what we use.
Extended linearity

Extended linearity is the product of optimized reagents. That is why, for example, the linear range of Calbiochem's GOT and GPT tests may extend well into the pathological range of 1000 mU/ml, eliminating most repeats.

When you use Calbiochem reagents, the patient's sample, not the reagent, controls the activity. The patient's sample is the only variable. When you use reagents which are formulated to limit the reaction, you may get reproducible answers but you may not get accurate answers. We have worked to give you answers that are accurate and reproducible. The normal values will be higher than your doctors are used to, of course. But when you remind them that the reason the values are higher is that you have switched to more accurate optimized test components, and the reason you switched was to give them the most dependable data possible to aid them in the diagnosis of their patients, any resistance to change will vanish.

Accuracy with convenience

From easy reconstitution to longer stability, you will find Calbiochem tests the most convenient you have used. Our clear directions-for-use and our experience-oriented instrument applications are prepared with care and understanding. So the next time you order Lipase, Enzymatic Cholesterol, CPK, Glucose, GOT, GPT, cHBDH, LT, LDH-L, LDH-P or BUN, why settle for less than the best? Specify Calbiochem, the optimized reagents.

CALBIOCHEM-BEHRING CORP.
10933 North Torrey Pines Rd., La Jolla, CA 92037
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AT LAST!
A Plasma Renin Kit that
MAXIMIZES SENSITIVITY
while
MINIMIZING INCONVENIENCE.

Maximum Sensitivity:
• Optimum pH for Angiotensin I
generation (6.0)
• Combination of inhibitors prevents
degradation of Angiotensin I
• No generation blanks needed
• Effective separation of bound from
  free ligand (PEG)

Minimum Inconvenience:
• No ice needed for sample collection
• Results the same day
• Short RIA incubation time (1 hr. at
  Room Temperature)
• Stable, ready-to-use reagents

Order Direct From:

ROCHE DIAGNOSTICS
Division of Hoffmann-La Roche Inc.
Nutley, New Jersey 07110
201-526-3400
Technical Information: 800-631-0160
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Think of us as the Anti-Human people

We are a world leader in the production of anti-human serum for use with nephelometers, centrifugal analyzers, and such other procedures as electrophoresis, gel quantitation, and RIA.

More than 250 products and services for clinical, research, and industrial laboratories:

- Antisera to human plasma proteins
- Conjugated antisera
- Custom antiserum production
- Second antibodies
- Reference standards
- Normal controls
- Immunoglobulin fractions

You can buy as little as one milliliter or as much as several liters of superior antisera produced under the most demanding quality control conditions.

Call or write for our catalog.

Atlantic Antibodies

52 Anderson Road, Westbrook, Maine 04092 (207) 856-6392
Telex c/o Maine National Bank 94-4454
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Phadebas® B₁₂ Test
With the speed you need

- FLEXIBLE INCUBATION TIME
- PREDISPENSED STANDARDS
- EXCELLENT PRECISION

Pharmacia Diagnostics AB
Uppsala, Sweden

MODIFIED
Think of three more uses for the SelectaSol™ chromatography system and win yourself a prize.

If you’re not using the S&S SelectaSol chromatography system for one of your TLC applications it could only be because you don’t know about it. It uses standard-size 20 by 20cm TLC plates or foils and lets you develop simultaneously up to sixteen 40mm chromatograms, four 87mm, or one 170mm diameter chromatogram, each from its own separate solvent source.

Better than linear development because it gives you faster and better resolution, separates components whose low Rf values are very close together, helps to narrow zones and suppresses the tailing you usually get with linear development. Sample spotting is easier and faster. Saves on solvent costs, takes up less space, and saves you time.

S&S has a full line of Ready-Plates and Ready-Foils for analytical and preparative TLC — and to use with the SelectaSol system.

Creating potential applications for the SelectaSol system can also win you a prize. Add to our list three new possible or actual applications for the SelectaSol system, send them to S&S, and we'll send you our gift.

And for more specs on the SelectaSol system, request Bulletin C-752 from Schleicher & Schuell, Inc., Keene, N.H. 03431.

**Schleicher & Schuell**
Keene, New Hampshire 03431
Schleicher & Schuell GmbH, D-3354, Dassel, West Germany
Schleicher & Schuell AG, 8714, Feldbach ZH, Switzerland

---

**Here’s the list so far:**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Roughing-out HPLC solvent systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Screening bacterial strains via lipid identification on silicone-impregnated paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>QC of pharmaceuticals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Vitamin research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Separation of metabolites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>QC of antioxidants in polymers, PE, PTFE, and various esters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>QC of pigments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Coal liquefaction, and coal and shale oil components separation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Drug screening in forensic labs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Identification of natural resins on art objects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Insecticide analysis of surface water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>Preparation of solvents systems for LC to elute mercury compounds in aquatic environments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>For difficult separations of steroids or amino acids unattainable with linear TLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>Examining inorganic compounds that act as thrombin inhibitors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>QC of carbohydrates where better resolution is needed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>Examining oxidation products of treated water after treatment for organic contaminants of low molecular weight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>Research with lipids, simple sugars, and amino acids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>Preliminary screening of catecholamines as an indicator of high blood pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Name ____________________________
Institution/Company ____________________________
Address __________________________________________
City ______ State ______ Zip ______
Telephone (_____) ________________________

Send to Schleicher & Schuell, Inc., Keene, N.H. 03431.
The complete thyroid assessment program

Phadebas T₄ RIA + Phadebas T₂ U Test

F.T.I.

Borderline

Phadebas TSH Test

Hypothyroid

Euthyroid

Hyperthyroid

Borderline

Phadebas T₃ RIA

From Pharmacia Diagnostics now includes the NEW Phadebas Dry Spot TSH Test

Your thyroid tests can be performed more quickly, simply and precisely when you use our thyroid test package. Phadebas T₄ RIA, Phadebas T₂ U Test, Phadebas T₃ RIA, Phadebas TSH Test and Phadebas TSH Dry Spot Test.

Pharmacia Diagnostics AB
Uppsala, Sweden
**GEMENI™ Can Expand Your Diagnostic Capabilities Without Expanding Your Budget.**

You can perform any of these 20 chemistries — 95% of your laboratory's routine chemistry tests — in a matter of minutes on a Gemeni:

- Albumin
- Alk. Phos.
- Amylase
- Direct Bilirubin
- Total Bilirubin
- BUN
- Calcium
- Chloride
- Cholesterol
- CPK
- CO₂
- Creatinine
- Glucose
- GPT (ALT)
- GOT (AST)
- LDH-L
- Phosphorus
- Total Protein
- Triglycerides
- Uric Acid

This compact centrifugal analyzer, engineered with the features and capabilities of larger, more expensive systems, provides the freedom to select combinations of tests specific to your organ or profiling needs. Most determinations require only one reagent addition. All determinations use micro-volumes of sample. A complete 12 chemistry profile, for example, requires less than 0.3ml of sample.

Gemeni utilizes a fast, reliable micro-processor to direct its entire operating sequence, according to a pre-set program, from start through test result printout. An actual test requires only these few operator steps: (1) Load the disposable disc and place in the analyzer; (2) insert the test card; and (3) press the "run" button.

A Gemeni provides your laboratory with a superior quality prime, profiling, stat, or back-up system. Its desk top size and low price allow you to expand your diagnostic capabilities without expanding your lab or budget.

Send the coupon, write or call for more information on Gemeni, the desk top centrifugal analyzer system from ENI.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Please have an ENI representative call me.</th>
<th>Please send me more information on Gemeni.</th>
<th>Please inform me about Gemeni workshops/demonstrations.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ELECTRO-NUCLEONICS, INC.**

368 Passaic Avenue, Fairfield, N.J. 07006 201/227-6700 TELEX: 138302

---
Triglycerides System

For performance... The new, fully enzymatic Triglycerides System offers a unique opportunity to enhance the efficiency of your Auto-Analyzer II.

For accuracy... Enzymatic specificity eliminates interferences from uremic samples, Hemoglobin to 500 mg/dl, Bilirubin, and most common drugs... linear to 500 mg/dl virtually eliminating the need for dilutions.

For convenience... Eliminates tedious manual extractions and the need for a blank UV channel... assures reproducibility and correlation with a convenient, fully enzymatic test for manual back-up... pre-packaged for continuous flow analysis with step by step flow diagrams and backed by expert in-field technical service.

Cholesterol System

For safety's sake... You can avoid the hazards of concentrated Sulfuric and Acetic Acids and prevent costly equipment deterioration.

For accuracy... Enzymatic specificity eliminates interference from lipemic or icteric sera, proteins and drugs... linear to 500 mg/dl Cholesterol... and erroneous results due to differences in degree of esterification are eliminated.

For convenience... A complete system pre-packaged for continuous flow analysis... no extraction or dialysis necessary to eliminate interferences... step by step flow diagrams and field technical service are available for AutoAnalyzer I, II and SMA Instruments... and a simple manual back-up procedure.
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bmc Clears New Channels for Continuous Flow Analysis

Glucose System

It's safer . . . Autoflo Glucose eliminates the corrosive acids of non-enzymatic methods that are hazardous to laboratory personnel and instruments.

It's more accurate . . . GOD/PAP, Trinder method measures true glucose . . . increased sensitivity allows measurement in the hypoglycemic range without interference from other sugars, ascorbic acid or antidiabetic drugs . . . and the same methodology is available for manual back up.

It's convenient too . . . Easy reagent preparation and extended stability . . . the procedure does not require a heating bath . . . step by step flow diagrams and field technical service are available for AutoAnalyzer I, II and SMA instruments.
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Bio-Dynamics/bmc division of
boehringer
Indianapolis, U.S.A.

Also available in Canada from:
Boehringer Mannheim Canada ltd 1475 Bégin, St-Laurent, Quebec
Digoxin CLASP™
RIA Kit
Streamlined for speed and accuracy

100-test kit contains:
5 vials ¹²⁵I Digoxigenin
6 bottles Digoxin Standards
100 Digoxin Antibody Coated Tubes
1 bottle Digoxin Control
CLASP™—a significant advance in solid phase RIA technology

In the Digoxin CLASP RIA, a second antibody, attached to the test tube wall, is prelinked to the first antibody — providing greater accessibility of antigen to antibody binding sites.

Simple procedure... bench timed at 63 minutes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Add distilled water to $^{125}$I Digoxigenin</td>
<td>5 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Add standard or control or patient serum</td>
<td>3 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Add $^{125}$I Digoxigenin Solution</td>
<td>1 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Shake gently by hand and incubate 30 minutes at 37°C (or 1 hr. at room temp.)</td>
<td>30 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Decant supernatant and count antibody-bound fraction remaining on tube</td>
<td>24 min</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total: 63 min

- Reagent preparation reduced to a single reconstitution
- Only 2 pipetting steps per tube
- All standard additions of equal volume
- No centrifugation
- Easily adapted to automated systems
- Control serum provided
- Test can be interrupted without affecting final results
- Better reproducibility and reliable results

See package insert for detailed description.

CLASP™ Streamlines RIA
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**THE COMPLETE PICTURE.**

Panagel™ electrophoresis is capable of resolving serum or plasma into twelve or more individual protein bands for easy identification.

Panagel electrophoresis goes beyond the simple five zone electrophoresis you’ve been using. So you get greater protein resolution and, therefore, more clinically significant information than ever before available from a single electrophoretic test.

When using in gammopathy screening, for example, the sensitivity of the Panagel System actually permits earlier identification of immunoglobulin abnormalities for more effective disease diagnosis and management.

And, for the first time in the practice of zone electrophoresis, Panagel separates all significant proteins in the alpha and beta regions, most notably alpha-1-antitrypsin, C3 complement, beta lipoprotein, transferrin, and haptoglobin.

So why settle for five heterogeneous bands when you can have twelve individual bands...12 observable individual proteins that make the test sample more useful?

For further information or technical assistance call Worthington Diagnostics, Freehold, New Jersey, (201) 462-3838 or toll free (800) 631-2142.

---

**WORTHINGTON DIAGNOSTICS**

DIVISION OF MILLIPORE CORPORATION FREEHOLD NEW JERSEY 07728

Better patient care through diagnostics.

---

*Trademark of Millipore Corp*
### RIA ANTIBODIES AT WHOLESALE PRICES

Decrease your RIA testing expenses significantly by purchasing antisera in bulk.

ICN Medical Diagnostic Products, an RIA manufacturer, can now offer you the following selected antisera in bulk at very low prices:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aldosterone</th>
<th>Lysergic Acid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amphetamine</td>
<td>Lysergic Acid Diethylamide (LSD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angiotensin I</td>
<td>Morphine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deoxy cortisol tone</td>
<td>Phenobarbital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digitoxin</td>
<td>Polyvinyl Pyrrolidine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digoxin</td>
<td>Progesterone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follicle Stimulating Hormone (FSH)</td>
<td>Testosterone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Growth Hormone (HGH)</td>
<td>Thyroid Stimulating Hormone (TSH)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulin</td>
<td>Total Thyroxine (T4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triiodothyronine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All antisera is supplied with technical data sheets.

Prices for these antisera are calculated on volume ordered.

For price quotes or to order, please call or write:

ICN Medical Diagnostic Products  
ICN Medical Laboratories, Inc.  
P.O. Box 3932  
Portland, Oregon 97208  
800/547-5891, ext. 290 (toll-free)
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### Additional Advertisements

- **Hellma**—the largest assortment of highest precision glass and quartz cells.  
  - Standard  
  - Flow-through  
  - Constant-temperature  
  - Anaerobic  
  - Special Designs  
  - Also available—ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT SOURCES  
  - Deuterium Lamps  
  - Mercury Vapor Lamps  
  - Hollow Cathode Lamps  
  - Power Supplies  

Hellma—write for literature  
Box 544  
Borough Hall Station  
Jamaica, New York 11424  
Phone (212) 544-9534
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**BECKMAN**

**We wrote the book on it.**

Discover a wide selection of Microzone® Electrophoresis supplies, accessories, and systems—everything you need to increase your protein analysis capability.

Get the facts on everything from Microzone reagent kits, applicator systems, and support media to Computing Densitometers and the new Beckman Immunochemistry System. Isoenzyme and immunoassays can now be performed in any laboratory.

No other company has a broader range of protein analysis supplies. So why wait? Send for your Protein Analysis Supply Catalog today.

Contact Clinical Instruments Division, Beckman Instruments, Inc., 2500 N. Harbor Blvd., Fullerton, CA 92634, (714) 871-4848.
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Each year the AACC presents awards to individuals whose performance in a particular aspect of clinical chemistry has been outstanding. Information about each award and a list of former recipients appear in the back of your Membership Directory. The Awards Committee is charged with the responsibility of selecting the recipients of these awards and would appreciate very much receiving nominations from the members.

This form is for your convenience in participating in this important activity. Nominations supported by groups or local sections are especially encouraged. If more information on a nominee is required, the Awards Committee will obtain it from an appropriate source.

You may nominate more than one person for each award. Although preferred, it is not mandatory that nominees be AACC members.

The deadline for nominations is April 15, 1978. All nominations should be sent to the National Office, 1725 K Street, N.W., Suite 1402, Washington, D.C. 20006. Any questions regarding these awards should be addressed to the Chairman of the Awards Committee (please see your Directory for information).

---

**AACC Award for Research (Ames)**

Nominee:
Position and place of employment:
Brief statement of qualifications:

**AACC Award for Service (Fisher)**

Nominee:
Position and place of employment:
Brief statement of qualifications:

**AACC Award for Education (Smith Kline)**

Nominee:
Position and place of employment:
Brief statement of qualifications:

**AACC Award for Contributions in a Special Area (Boehringer Mannheim)**

Nominee:
Position and place of employment:
Brief statement of qualifications:

Submitted by (optional):
Proceedings of The Second International Symposium on Clinical Enzymology

- N. W. Tietz, A. Weinstock, and D. O. Rodgerson, Eds.
Some 50 experts from North America and Europe present a wealth of experience, condensed into 340 pp. Past progress and future plans for international efforts at optimization and standardization of every-day clinical laboratory enzyme measurements.
$15 ($10 to members) (December 1976)

Pediatric Clinical Chemistry, Normals, Methods, and Instrumentation, with Commentary

- Samuel Meites, Editor-in-Chief
A collection of data from the clinical laboratories of nine major pediatric centers. More than 160 analytes covered. Normal values and ranges, and methodology with which they were obtained.
$21.95 ($10 to members)
About 150 pp. (February 1977)

Order (prepayment, please) from:

American Association for Clinical Chemistry
1725 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006
Serum MYOGLOBIN-I\textsuperscript{125} RIA KIT

A RELIABLE & CONFIRMATORY TEST FOR MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION

MORE SENSITIVE THAN CPK DETECTS EARLIER THAN CPK

In current use by leading medical institutions

SPECIFICATIONS

• Only 3 procedural steps
• 0.5 to 500 ng/ml sensitivity & range
• Less than 0.1% cross reactivity with human hemoglobin, cytochrome C, & other interfering proteins
• Double antibody separation
• Kit includes high & low reference controls

TO ORDER OR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL 800-854-3002
NMS NEO-T4 & TSH 125RIA KITS

The Critics' Choice

Unlike most other commercial assays, NMS Neo-T4 utilizes actual spiked blood spots as standards, which are subject to exactly the same experimental conditions as the unknown samples. Through our experience with Neo-T4 marketing and actual clinical screening for nearly 2 years now, we have determined that dextran charcoal provides a superior method of separation, compared to double antibody and PEG, when assaying whole blood-spotted filter paper samples.

It is our standards, however, which make our Neo-T4 kit the critics' choice. Unlike most other commercial assays, our direct Neo-T4 requires no sample extraction (hence, no extraction losses) and does not utilize nonrepresentative "serum" standards, against which whole blood-absorbed filter paper specimens are compared. A serum standard provides no quality control assurance that an assay is functioning properly on whole blood-filter paper unknowns. Our filter paper standards are extensively quality controlled for accuracy, stability and precision for T4 determination on filter paper unknowns. Both standards and unknowns are subject to the same assay conditions, tracer-NS8 effects, etc., and results are reported in serum equivalents. Unlike some competitors who suggest running "serum controls" for routine G.C., we recommend spotting well-mixed EDTA whole blood on filter paper & making subsequent comparison of the Neo-T4 value with the plasma determination (by routine T4 methods).

Our assay provides the most accurate & reliable Neo-T4 determination available with unsurpassed correlation with actual serum levels.

NMS Neo-T4 provides results of superior:
- accuracy & sensitivity (therefore, lowest false-positive recall rate)
- reliability
- reproducibility

Our new Neo-TSH can be used as either a primary screening test or as a test adjunct to low or borderline Neo-T4 values. Both together provide the most reliable mass screening protocol available for detection of congenital hypothyroidism.

The tremendous success and proven reliability of our Neo-T4 coupled with introduction of our new Neo-TSH screen, has enabled us to introduce a new kit size and revised pricing as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neo-T4:</th>
<th>100 tubes</th>
<th>$100.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>500 tubes</td>
<td>$400.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neo-TSH:</td>
<td>10 tubes</td>
<td>$75.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100 tubes</td>
<td>$125.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>500 tubes</td>
<td>$500.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For more information call:
800-854-3002 or in California 714-645-2111
Thrombo-Wellcotest® is simple to perform*
There is no need for special training.
Night and weekend testing can be performed routinely.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. collect blood</th>
<th>2. mix blood and allow to clot</th>
<th>3. ring clot and stand tube at room temperature</th>
<th>4. separate serum from clot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5. number empty test tubes (1) &amp; (2)</td>
<td>6. add saline buffer</td>
<td>7. add serum sample</td>
<td>8. pipette to reaction slide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. add latex suspension</td>
<td>10. stir serum/latex mixture</td>
<td>11. rock and read Nonagglutinated pattern: FDP concentration less than 2 μg per ml</td>
<td>Agglutinated pattern: FDP concentrations greater than 2 μg per ml</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Assay of FDP in serum.**

*For complete information on how to use Thrombo-Wellcotest® for the detection of Fibrinogen Degradation Products in serum and urine, STAT, send for our laminated, full-color procedure chart.
&TELL
...and all this too!

Sensitive
Latex slide test screens both urine and serum STAT for Fibrinogen Degradation Products. Detects fibrin monomers and all four fragments—X, Y, D, and E. Thrombo-Wellcotest provides three ranges of FDP levels: less than 10 µg/ml, between 10 and 40 µg/ml, and over 40 µg/ml.

Reliable
Correlates well with tanned red cell hemagglutination-inhibition immunoassay and "staph-clumping" test.\(^1,2,3\)

Complete
You supply only the test tubes, no additional reagents are needed. Thrombo-Wellcotest fits easily into the work procedure of any laboratory.

Economical
Can be performed on single sera without wasted reagents.

For the rapid, reliable detection of FDP in serum and urine. STAT!

Thrombo-Wellcotest
Turns a difficult determination into a simple procedure


Please send me a complimentary Thrombo-Wellcotest\textsuperscript{®} Procedure Chart.

Name_________________________

Title________________________

Institution____________________

Address_______________________

City__________________________

State_________________________ Zip Code__________

Wellcome Reagents Div. Burroughs Wellcome Co. Research Triangle Park North Carolina 27709

Circle No. 104 on Reader's Service Card
Get an education in RIA test kits

We'll pay the tuition

Do you run TSH, Prolactin or C-Peptide tests? If so, we're willing to bet you'll like using Calbiochem RIA test kits better. Try a kit on us. Evaluate it. Verify our purity of antigen, our specificity and sensitivity of antibody, our low cross-reactivity, our low nonspecific binding. If we win the bet, we'll probably win your business, which will make you a winner, too.

I'm willing to learn.
I am now running □ TSH □ Prolactin □ C-Peptide
I use (brand) ____________________________
Name ____________________________ Title ____________________________
Institution ____________________________
Street ____________________________
City ____________________________ State ____________________________
Zip ____________________________

Circle No. 147 on Reader's Service Card

CALBIOCHEM-BEHRING CORP.
10933 North Torrey Pines Rd., La Jolla, CA 92037

In the last 10 years mass spectrometry has become a highly useful tool in biomedical research, facilitating quantitative determination of picomole amounts of metabolites and drugs. This has been achieved by isotope dilution analysis, using as carriers materials labeled with one or more nonradioactive isotopic atoms. The methodology generally involves a prior chromatographic separation and purification technique—e.g., GLC, HPLC, or TLC—an appropriate mass spectrometer with intermediate resolution, and a data-handling system. This new and promising field of quantitative mass spectrometry was the subject of an international symposium held at Ghent in June 1976, the proceedings of which are presented in this book.

The salient aspects of this methodology are presented in two review papers by the two groups that have been outstanding pioneers in this field, namely, E. C. and M. G. Horning and C. C. Sweeley et al. These researchers look at the field from two rather different perspectives, which complement each other in many respects. Other important aspects of this methodology, not covered by these review papers, have been adequately presented in other papers in the symposium. Outstanding among these are the papers of the Beckey-Schulten group, which demonstrate the potential of field desorption in conjunction with isotope dilution analysis. A paper by Pickup and McPherson points out some simple but important facts about the statistical distribution of stable isotopes, which have been overlooked by many investigators.

In addition to these general papers, the reader is presented with "case histories" of the quantitative determination of a number of highly interesting compounds in biological specimens, many of which can be regarded as models for other similar materials. These include papers on different steroids and on prostaglandins, dopamine, and coenzyme B₁₂. There are also studies of numerous drugs and their metabolites including papaverine, cyclophosphamide, imipramine, phenylcyclidine, d-propoxyphene, and alcofinac.

In spite of its spectacular achievements in quantitation of biological materials, this methodology of mass-spectrometric isotope-dilution analysis may have reached its limit of sensitivity at the picomole level—mainly because of interference from impurities with the same molecular weight. These have to be reduced to the parts per billion level or less, to eliminate their undesirable effects. Although this may sound somewhat discouraging, it also means that the information published in this book is not likely to be rapidly outdated. We may obviously expect hundreds or thousands of additional papers providing quantitative information on a large variety of compounds of biomedical interest, and there will also be certain refinements in instrumentation, but it is hard to envisage many conceptual innovations in this methodology that have not been referred to in one or more of the papers in this symposium.

In the absence of a monograph on the "quantitative mass spectrometry" of materials of biomedical interest, the reader is left with the second best—an up-to-date collection of papers on different aspects of the topic. Such a presentation generally suffers from lack of coherence and adequate critical evaluation. However, since this symposium represents a fair cross-section of the active research in this field, reading this symposium is expected to be highly instructive, especially for those who have prior knowledge of mass spectrometry.

M. Anbar
Department of Biophysical Sciences
School of Medicine
State University of New York/ Buffalo
Buffalo, N. Y.
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APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP

INSTRUCTIONS: Before completing the application please read the instructions, the Constitution, and Bylaw I which deals with membership. Complete all questions on the application. You may supplement your answers with confirming information, bibliographies, and descriptions of responsibilities in clinical chemistry, but your application will not be accepted unless you have answered all questions. MAKE SURE THE APPLICATION CAN BE READ.

GENERAL INFORMATION (please type or print with black ink)

Dr. Mr. Ms. Mrs. Last First Middle Years Age:

Name: __________________________________________

Indicate Preferred Mailing Address:

Business __________________________________________

Home __________________________________________

Phone __________ Zip Code __________

Phone __________ Zip Code __________

Membership applied for: □ Member, □ Student Affiliate, □ Reinstatement, □ Reclassification from ________ to ________

QUALIFICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP. Acceptance for membership requires that each applicant meets certain minimum requirements in education and experience. Education and experience are considered together. Thus it is important that you complete the information requested below. If additional information is needed you will be contacted, but time would be saved if complete information relative to clinical chemistry is provided.

1. Education. If your degree is from a foreign university, please include a transcript or certificate of graduation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCHOOL AND CITY</th>
<th>DATE ATTENDED</th>
<th>MAJOR</th>
<th>MINOR</th>
<th>DEGREE AND YEAR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please summarize your educational experience in the following disciplines:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>QUARTER HOURS</th>
<th>SEMESTER HOURS</th>
<th>DISCIPLINE (OTHER)</th>
<th>QUARTER HOURS</th>
<th>SEMESTER HOURS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHEMISTRY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIOLOGY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATHEMATICS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FOR OFFICIAL ACTION:

DUES AMOUNT RECEIVED $ __________

DATE RECEIVED __________ BY __________

ROUTING: __________

DATE RECEIVED __________ PLACE RECEIVED __________ DISPOSITION __________

AMOUNT RECEIVED $ __________ DATE RECEIVED __________ BY __________

DATE RECEIVED __________ PLACE RECEIVED __________ DISPOSITION __________

AMOUNT RECEIVED $ __________ DATE RECEIVED __________ BY __________

DATE RECEIVED __________ PLACE RECEIVED __________ DISPOSITION __________

AMOUNT RECEIVED $ __________ DATE RECEIVED __________ BY __________

DATE RECEIVED __________ PLACE RECEIVED __________ DISPOSITION __________

AMOUNT RECEIVED $ __________ DATE RECEIVED __________ BY __________
2. Experience. Start with the present and include the last 10 years.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EMPLOYER AND ADDRESS</th>
<th>POSITION TITLE</th>
<th>DATES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Briefly describe your present responsibilities and activities in clinical chemistry. If the activity is in an area others may not think of as clinical chemistry, show the relationship of your work to clinical chemistry:

__________________________________________________________________________________

Honors, scholarships, ________________________________________________________________

Certifications ________________________________________________________________

Membership in professional societies ________________________________________________

SPONSORS AND ALTERNATE REFERENCES

Signatures of 2 sponsors who are members of the AACC are preferable. However, if unavailable, names and addresses should be given of 2 responsible persons who have knowledge of your work and whom you have asked to write recommendations appraising your qualifications in clinical chemistry. These recommendations should accompany the application, if possible.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIGNATURES OF AACC MEMBER OR NAMES OF REFERENCES</th>
<th>ADDRESS</th>
<th>DATE SIGNED</th>
<th>AACC MEMBER?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AGREEMENT

I hereby apply for membership in the AACC and agree to abide by its Constitution and Bylaws, and to support its objectives. Payment of $________ for the first year's dues is enclosed.

__________________________________  _________________________________
Date                                  Signature of Applicant

Membership, unless otherwise requested, becomes effective on January 1 of the current year when final acceptance is before October 1, otherwise on January 1 of the following year. Membership includes a subscription to CLINICAL CHEMISTRY. Please make checks for dues payable to the AACC. If you are now a subscriber to CLINICAL CHEMISTRY you will receive full credit for your subscription payment. Are you a subscriber?  □ Yes  □ No

Do you wish a membership certificate ($3.00 each)  □ Yes  □ No. Please include this amount with the check for the dues.
CONSTITUTION

Article I. NAME AND INCORPORATION
The name of the Association is the "American Association for Clinical Chemistry, Incorporated." Pursuant to the original certificate of incorporation, this Association shall conform to the provisions of the Membership Corporation Law of the State of New York.

Article II. PURPOSE
The purpose for which the Association is formed is to further the public interest by encouraging the study, advancing the science, and improving the practice of clinical chemistry. To achieve these objectives the Association shall:
1. Establish standards for education and training in the field of clinical chemistry.
2. Encourage the creation, promotion and maintenance of standards for certification of individuals in the field of clinical chemistry.
3. Encourage individuals in the field to pursue advanced studies and to engage in scientific investigations.
4. Promote scientific knowledge of clinical chemistry through meetings, seminars, discussions, reports and publications.
5. Initiate and participate in programs related to clinical chemistry that are in the interest of the public.
6. Promote programs for the recognition of the profession of clinical chemistry.

BYLAWS

Article I. MEMBERSHIP
1. This Association shall consist of Members, Honorary Members, Emeritus Members, and Student Affiliates.
2. Persons admitted as members shall possess an earned baccalaureate or higher degree in science or medicine or the academic equivalent of the above, and b) be engaged in professional activities commonly associated with the practice of clinical chemistry. (Membership in the Association is not to be construed as certification.)
3. Scientists who have attained distinction by their contributions to clinical chemistry may be elected as Honorary Members of the Association upon nomination by the Board of Directors and by vote of the Council. Such members shall neither vote nor hold office in the Association, but shall be entitled to certain privileges.
4. An individual who has been a Member in good standing for a period exceeding one-half the age of the Association (starting in 1949) or for 25 years, whichever is smaller, who is retired from employment because of age or illness, may upon application and upon recommendation of the local section be voted an Emeritus Member by the Membership Committee of the Association. An Emeritus Member retains all the membership rights, is exempt from the payment of dues, but may receive the Association publications at a reduced charge.
5. Admission as a member shall be by application through and nomination by a Local Section, referral to the Association Membership Committee, endorsement and election by vote of the Membership Committee. An applicant rejected by a Local Section may appeal to the Association Membership Committee with all available information upon which the rejection was based. Where no Local Section exists, application may be made directly to the Association.
6. Reinstatement. After a lapse of more than one year subsequent to resignation, reinstatement shall be through the usual procedure required for election to any class of membership. Application, election, and payment of dues for the current year in advance. Within a period of one year following resignation, reinstatement to previous status may be affected by the payment of all indebtedness to the Association.
7. Only Members and Emeritus Members who are in good standing shall have any right, title or interest in the property and funds of the Association. Only Members and Emeritus Members may hold Association office or Association committee memberships. Only Members and Emeritus Members may represent the Association in professional matters.
8. Students, graduate or undergraduate, majoring in clinical chemistry or closely related academic disciplines, shall be entitled to become Student Affiliates at a discount in membership dues as long as they annually certify that they are undergraduate or graduate students doing full-time academic studies. "Full-time" is to represent any combination of course, work, teaching and/or research assistantships or fellowships or fellowships that the respective institution considers a full-time load. In all cases, the institution shall be acceptable to the Association.

Instructions for Completing Membership Application Form
The American Association for Clinical Chemistry is an organization of professional individuals who subscribe to the goals of the Association as outlined in the Constitution and Bylaws. The Constitution in its entirety and Article I of the Bylaws are reproduced here. Please read the Constitution, the Bylaws and these instructions before filling out the membership application.

1. Please print clearly or type your name, address including zip code, and phone numbers. Indicate whether you wish your correspondence at your home or business address.
2. Answer all questions or check the appropriate blocks. Missing information is the single most frequent cause for return of applications.
3. Summarize, in hours, your educational experience in the scientific disciplines. Other disciplines than those listed may be added in the space provided (i.e., physics).
4. If two members of the AACC are not available as sponsors, please attach two letters of recommendation from persons appraising your qualifications in clinical chemistry.
5. If you are applying for reclassification the requirement for sponsors is waived.
6. If you are applying for reinstatement, please read Bylaw Article I-6.
7. If you are applying for Emeritus, please read Bylaw Article I-4. Education, experience, and sponsors are waived.
8. Please attach a check for the appropriate amount to the application. If you desire a membership certificate, include an additional $3.00 in your check.

Classification Annual Dues
Member $60.00
Student $15.00
Emeritus (Journal Subscription) $15.00

9. The AACC is composed of geographically distinct local sections (currently 21). For the most rapid processing of your application please submit it to the local section for your area at the below address. Local section secretaries are also listed in CLINICAL CHEMISTRY. If that box is blank or you do not know to which section to apply, you may return the completed application to the National Office as listed below.

10. You will be notified of the action on your application by the National Membership Committee.

Local Section Membership Chairman
Mail the application to this address. If blank mail to National Office.
CONCEPT 4™
AUTOMATIC RADIOASSAY

CONCEPT 4 begins a whole new way of thinking about radioassay. It brings completely automatic sample-to-answer instrumentation within reach of the clinical laboratory. By adding a premeasured reagent system to the instrumentation it assures you of consistently accurate results, free of human error. In essence, it's an answer system for the five high-volume tests available now—T₄, T₃ RIA, T₂ Uptake, Digoxin and Cortisol. And six more are coming soon. CONCEPT 4 can make your heaviest radioassay workload effortless. For complete information about CONCEPT 4 please write us at the address below: